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THE FOLLOWING POSTSCRIPT BY THEODOR BROCH, MAYOR
0? NARVIK, WILL BE GIVEN AFTER THE 9 O'CLOCK

NEWS TO-NIGHT

By the times it ends, this war will have taught us much - among ether things

that we can benefit by mistakes, if they are big enough and if they are our own

mistakes, And where mistakes are concerned I shouldn't think that by now any of

us can complain of lack of opportunities.

Me of the occupied countries, at least, have paid the price in full, X admit

that whether we can make good use of that experience still remains to be seen. But

one thing's certain. Me have all had a shock which will affect our outlook for the

rest of our lives.

I can still remember the strange stunned feeling when cut of the fog came

foreign warships and blew our former existence to pieces.

We hadn't ejected it. We thought our land.was so far away. My own little town

lay hidden beyond tho arctic Circle. Through our streets, in long strings of lorries

the iron had flowed so steadily up till then, down from the mountains to Narvik

harbour, to be carried by ships out into the world -we dicin' t know where. We

dicin' t bother where. No doubt we thought we should get some of that iron in return,

refined as they say.

We called ourselves neutral. That was not because we were indifferent to wrong

and violence in other countries. We followed what went on in the world. We were »

interested. But as a snail powerless nation we thought we had no responsibility for

it all. We trusted in our neutrality as a young woman trusts in her innocence.

That was our background. It could hardly have been otherwise. The only war

we had known was the struggle for existence against a hard a brutal Nature, We felt

we were winning that fight, we felt we had our destiny in our own hands.

Perhaps the common picture of the Norwegian standard of living was a little

exaggerated. But it was true that life had become easier for us all in Norway

during the last generation.
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Still there was much to be done. The fishermen-in the-North, the forestry workers

had the small], farmers on their meagre hill farms, presented us with many problems that

we still had to solve* But at least we were aware of them* We felt the country

belonged to. the people and we were learning to enjoy that®

What had all this to do with our neutrality? All this was our neutrality# There

were loss than three million of us in a country larger than Great Britain and Ireland*

we didn’t feel that we were answerable for the rest of the world* It had been hard

enough for us to make something out of .our country* Foreigners? We thought they could

hardly want anything from us except to -visit us - and they were welcome.

Then one day a stranger came to dinner. He took not only the food but the table

and the whole house as well* The only thing we had left was our pride in refusing to

put up with it. We have refused, you know. And for our attitude we have paid, in

ruined towns and a whole population in a concentration camp.

ye don’t regret what has happened* I believe we should all say now that it will have

been worth the price c We shall get our country back stripped and plundered and more

naked' than it has ever been before *
But we shall get it back without having a feeling

that we have haggled over it
0 . And we shall get it back with an enormous sense of

opportunity,

What shall we do with our opportunity? What shall we do when we've cleared up the

worst of the mess and pan straighten cur backs? 1 don f t want to try and answer that

as a statesman?

I can. only toll you - hut it "s what I want to tell you ~ what the ordinary young

Norwegian over here thinks we shall believe in when we go home. We know that in some

way we have changed* Probably those who will have stayed at home during the whole

of the Occupation will have changed still more.Friends- who arrive over here now

keep on saying "Yell'll be surprised." The people are different in Norway already

they say* They’re Norwegians still, of course, more Norwegian, than they were before

but in another way...
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Then they try'and explain, But it ’s not easy. People in Norway are hardened,

they say, and yet warmer than they used to be. Things are black or white in Norway

now, important or else not worth mentioning. Money doesn't count. Possessions don't

count. Clever talk doesn't count. But character counts. : Young people have grown

up to be leaders. A new loyalty has grown up, a readiness to serve without asking

questions. You’ll be surprised, they say.

And -we say, of course, over here that we think we can understand. We had some

experience of the war ourselves and the first part of the Occupation. But we were

more isolated then; We -were one town without means of communicating with the next.

The rapidly moving front broke up any administration. I remember how isolated we felt

when the telephone in our City Hall didn't work any more. Rumours came. Our Allies

-were leaving. Hie isolation seemed complete. Then we began to escape, in small

groups, those who could.

I myself happened to come out through Russia and Siberia. Since then our people

back home have learned to organise - the technique of the underground. What they have

done we have followed here. But however much we sympathise with them it’s net the same

as being there ourselves. Their experience is not ours and it may be that these few

pears may already have created harriers between, us which it 'will take time to overcome.

It seems to me certain that there will be greater differences still between the

Occupied Countries and the rest of the world. I'm not speaking about the enemy.

They will not count for a while in this connection. I'm thinking of our Allies to

whom we will owe our liberty and everything. You, for instance, in particular, will

have to he patient with’1 us. T don’t suppose- that we ourselves shall he in a mood to

be patient. We shall have too much to do quickly.

On the other hand, I do think we all recognise now that we have a Responsibility

'beyond the frontiers of our own country. It may still he too early to speak

about a feeling of World Citizenship or even a feeling of European citizenship. But-

I think we can say that there is at least a tendency in this direction.
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British friends often ask us if we have noticed any development of such a

broader outlook here in Great Britain. Our reply is yes. 'We don't say that

merely in order to be polite. Nor on the other hand do wo say it because such an

attitude is especially noticeable here* I think we say it because we so often

hear complaints that there is so little of it. One doesn't become a citizen of the

world in one j.ump. To become a good man it isn’t enough to have a bad conscience.

But it may be a beginning.

There are people who say that world citizenship is impossible. The some ideas

have been thought before. Every time soldiers cone hack from wars they have always

been disappointed. New wars have- come and always bigger wars until they now embrace

the whole world.

Perhaps exactly this will, he our salvation. We are so many this time. It

seems to me that this time,it’s not going to be only a political problem for states-

men. It 's going to be a moral question for everyone of us.

For many years now we have marched together and some heavy hills are still

certainly ahead* be are united now Decause we have the sane aim. After the war

different interests will arise. This will make it hard for us to. understand each

other.

Take us Norwegians and you, for example* You have your country intact. We

shall have to start from scratch. People in Norway might he lucky to live in

barracks and tents when the Huns have withdrawn* They might he lucky to have their

meals in soup-kitchens* If they can't find their old officials somewhere in

Germany they will have to find new ones* Doctors, hospitals, schools, all may be

gone* m io who go back might meet our countrymen on the scorched earth of our home-

land as once the settlers met on the virgin prairies with only a pattern of a free

society in their hearts*
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Physical things aren't the most important. I've talked about the loss of homes

and property but it's the consequence of loss and not the loss itself which makes the

difference. My own cottage was still standing when I left it. It had been taken

over by enemy officers. They already had German girls there. I was told they had

used my books as fuel but that they had repaired the house. I was not interested.

So many of us had'-lost everything and made the discovery, which you do make,

that persona.! property and privileges don't mean so much after all. We discovered

that the things we owned collectively, things like being Norwegian, for instance,

'were worth more to us than the things wo owned alone.

1 wonder if I an able to make you see what I mean. I'm trying to take the

emphasis off physical things. Me know, for instance
?

that after the occupation food

will be brought over to us until we can start to produce it for ourselves. Me' re

not afraid that we shall starve. The difference in conditions between us and you

will not be so important in itself but it will create another outlook for us.

Not that we will swear to - any special social or political system. I don't

think we shall swear to any doctrine at all. Me night try new methods anyway. I

think we shall probably go further in social experiments than'will seem necessary to

you from inside yur more stable society. I think we are likely to put up claims

that you /ill think extreme. Claims like that 'Live and let live' shouldn't mean

that the bad and the evil should be allowed to live too. As a nation with a new

start we might be stubborn, Me night be impatient. Me night make a virtue of our

own difficulties.

It will be a. good thing, of course, that we shan't all cf us need to start from

the beginning. There will be so many of us doing that. You will be the fixed point

in Europe with old connections all over the world. You will have your traditions

unbroken. The books which have been burned on the Continent we shall be able to

find in Britain. Y/e shall use your firms to deal with and to consult. It will be

from Britain that the new system of communications will have to be built up.

Do you see what I mean? We shall need each other. We shall need each other

very badly. And yet there will be such big. differences in our outlook.

That’s perhaps where people like me can help. For many years now London has

been the free capital for many European countries. Those of us' who have come to you

from abroad have been treated well. Me think you have treated us as one of the

family. be think we are going to have to leave you ; pretty soon now. Indeed, of

/course,
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course, we hope we are. But we do -want to keep up that membership with your family.

We are keen to leave you now. You understand why *
But we shall be just as anxious

presently to cone back to take up our friendship again. We know that already. And

we shall want you to cone and see us. Here, much more than you did before.

A unity between nations can only be founded on a common opinion, ion' 1 1 that

the way we shall have to build a new Europe? Couldn't we exchange students } teachers

and, just as much, skilled workers? Ours could certainly learn very much here.

And I think you night enjoy living for a while in a country which has more space

than yours,. You night even find something you could, make use of toe, Our democracy

isn't bad either. And we have some customs you might like, We are rather clever

with fish and we usually get pretty much heat out of our fuel.

¥e don* b want you to cone to us after the war merely as tourists* Merely for

the sake of picturesque sceneries. We shall want you to cone as friends, who are

interested in our lives.

You already have, some part in our history., You have soldiers and jailors

buried on our soil. When you cone over we will show you graves there which during

the years of Occupation were covered with forbidden flowers, And when you stand

there looking at then you nay find that not only our pasts Hut our future 3 too are

tied together, I hope you will.
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